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Art and artists transform the public transit experience.
Artworks animate the transitional moments between
destinations, elevating the mood, punctuating the
transit landscape and transporting the imagination
of Metro riders. They express the texture, little known
narratives and aspirations of our region.
By integrating artworks into Metro’s myriad transit
environments, we enrich the journeys of millions of
people each day.
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Detail of Long Beach poster (2013)
by Christine Nguyen,
Through the Eyes of Artists series.

The Makers
The Makers is an ongoing series of photographic
portraits by Todd Gray, featuring the artists behind
the artworks in the Metro system.
In this initial installation at Union Station, the 30
featured artists span multiple generations, come
from a variety of backgrounds, and work in a
remarkable range of mediums and styles. Some are
emerging artists, while others are more established.
The breadth of the group is a testament to the high
concentration of creative talent living and working
in the Los Angeles region.
Inspired by community engagement, cultural
context, deep research and personal connections
to places, each of these and the hundreds of other
artists commissioned by Metro Art have unique
methods of sourcing ideas, developing concepts
and producing work. What better way to celebrate
this diversity of people, process and vision than
Gray’s portraits of the artists – The Makers – behind
the scenes in their homes and studios?
Explore these and other artists’ work in the Metro
system at metro.net/art and instagram.com/
metro.art.la.

Detail of Artist Educators (2013)
by Shizu Saldamando, Palms Station.

Shizu Saldamando
created Artist Educators (2013) for
Palms Station and the Little Tokyo
poster for the Through the Eyes of Artists
series (2009).

From oil paint and glitter on plywood to
ballpoint pen on bed sheets, Los Angeles–
based artist Shizu Saldamando (b. 1978,
San Francisco) works in a variety of
media. Primarily known for her collaged
paintings inspired by youth subcultures,
she also makes videos and sculptures,
and works as a tattoo artist. Her
artwork has been exhibited in galleries
and museums worldwide, and she is
the recipient of a California Community
Foundation Fellowship for Emerging
Visual Artists. Saldamando holds a
Bachelor of Arts from the University of
California, Los Angeles, and Master
of Fine Arts from California Institute
of the Arts.

I am inspired by people’s ability to forge new communities and
subcultures no matter what mainstream culture dictates. I am drawn
to people’s adaptability and rejection or re-contextualization of
mainstream fashion, culture, and place. – Ss
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Ken Gonzales-Day
created Western Imaginary (2012) for
Canoga Station and Oak and Thistle:
Views of the Santa Monica and San Gabriel
Mountains for the Passageway Art
Program at Union Station (2015).
Ken Gonzales-Day (b. 1964, Santa Clara,
California) is best known for photographic
series that consider the construction
of race historically in photography and
sculpture. He is a longtime professor
of art at Scripps College; and his work
has been exhibited throughout Europe
and the Americas, and can be found in
several museum collections. GonzalesDay earned a Bachelor of Fine Arts from
Pratt Institute, Master of Arts in art
history from Hunter College and Master
of Fine Arts from the University of
California, Irvine. Among his accolades
are grants from the California Community
Foundation, Durfee Foundation,
Rockefeller Foundation and Smithsonian
Institution.

My artwork comes out of a love for history and a desire to
problematize the historical construction of race or the limits of
categorical knowledge, while my public art projects for Metro and
the city have responded to the site, community, or institutional
framework of the project. – kg
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Jessica Polzin McCoy
created Neighborhood Portrait:
Reconstructed (2012) for Expo/Vermont
Station and the Claremont poster for the
Through the Eyes of Artists series (2012).

Jessica Polzin McCoy (b. 1977, Zumbrota,
Minnesota) masterfully paints complex
domestic interiors and intimate figurative
studies. Her extensive series of oil and
watercolor paintings have been exhibited
throughout the United States. Polzin
McCoy is an assistant professor of art at
Pitzer College in Claremont, California,
and she has a bachelor’s degree and
master’s degree in fine art from the
University of Wisconsin–Madison. She
is the recipient of an Ohio Arts Council
Individual Artist Grant and a University of
Wisconsin–Madison Vilas Fellowship.

My goal is to produce artwork that reveals something secret or
previously unseen. The viewer should know the painting. It should
be their private space. – jm
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Peter Shire
created Paseo Cesar Chavez (1995) for
Union Station, as part of an artist team,
and Los Angeles Seen (1996) for Wilshire/
Vermont Station.

For over four decades, Peter Shire
(b. 1947, Los Angeles) has constructed
works in ceramic, metal and glass that
exist at the intersection of art and design.
Characterized by vibrantly colored
geometric forms, his domestic objects
and sculptures are included in the
collections of more than 40 international
museums. He was a member of the
renowned design collective Memphis
Group during the 1980s, and has taught
art and design courses at a number of
Los Angeles’ art and architecture schools.
Shire earned a Bachelor of Fine Arts
from Chouinard Art Institute. His public
sculptures can be found locally in Elysian
Park and North Hollywood.

The industrial and human comedies embodied within my objects
communicate human values. – ps
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May Sun
created City of Dreams, River of History
(1995) for Union Station in collaboration
with Richard Wyatt and an untitled
artwork (1999) for Hollywood/Western
Station.
May Sun (b. 1954, Shanghai) was raised in
Hong Kong and San Diego. She earned a
Bachelor of Fine Arts from the University
of California, Los Angeles, and Master
of Fine Arts from Otis Art Institute. Sun
has taught at California Institute of the
Arts and has received numerous awards
and accolades, including two National
Endowment for the Arts Fellowships and
residencies at Monet’s Gardens in Giverny,
France, and ArtPace in San Antonio.
Among a number of public art projects
commissioned throughout the United
States, Sun has created works locally for
the Robert F. Kennedy Inspiration Park in
Los Angeles and Culver City’s City Hall.

My installations and public art projects are research driven and site
inspired. The inspiration and contextual background are drawn from
the visible and invisible history of the physical surroundings. – ms
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Martin Durazo
created Vamos Juntos/Juntas (2014)
for El Monte Station.

Martin Durazo (b. 1969, Los Angeles)
is best known for combining elements
borrowed from fringe subcultures with
the polish of high design in large-scale
installations that incorporate paintings,
ready-made objects, video, sound,
light and performance. His antithetical
aesthetic was born out of rebellion
against the status quo. Durazo earned
a Bachelor of Arts from Pitzer College
and Master of Fine Arts from the
University of California, Los Angeles.
His work has been exhibited throughout
Southern California, New York and Japan.
He is the recipient of awards from the
California Community Foundation and
Los Angeles’ Department of Cultural
Affairs, among others.

In exhibiting work that challenges and engages viewers,
I look to expand the cultural vibrancy of Los Angeles. – md
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Sandra Rowe
created Hope, Dream, Path, Focus, Belief
(1993) for San Pedro Street Station.

Known for her multimedia installations,
Sandra Rowe (b. 1939, Richmond, Indiana)
draws from her experiences as an AfricanAmerican mother, wife, homemaker and
artist. In addition to an international
exhibition history, Rowe was an associate
professor at California State Polytechnic
University, Pomona. The Riverside-based
artist is active in the arts community,
serving as a consultant, panelist and
board member for various organizations.
She is the recipient of several awards, and
has a Bachelor of Arts from California
State University, Fresno, and Master of
Fine Arts from the University of California,
Irvine. Her public commissions include
artwork for Anaheim’s arena, California
Towers in Riverside, downtown Escondido
and Northridge Medical Clinic.

I will use anything that I know or can learn to realize the art
potential of questions I have, to complete an idea. – sr
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Bill Bell
created A-Train (1995) for Union Station.

From designing submarine navigation
systems to living with a nomadic tribe in
East Africa, Bill Bell (b. 1928, Pittsburgh)
has an awe-inspiring background. Equally
remarkable are his LED-based artworks
that marry art and science. Pulsing 5,000
times per second, his vertical “Lightsticks”
generate unexpected illusions. With
normal saccadic eye movement, the
pulses are reassembled into images. Bell
has a Bachelor of Science in physics
from Princeton University and patented
the Lightstick in 1984. His artworks can
be seen in science museums, private
collections and public spaces all over
the world.

Mainly, my works have been an electro-optical variation on the old
Jack-in-the-Box toy…turn the crank (by moving your eyes) and a
startling image pops out. Simple, but always gets a reaction. – Bb
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Charles Dickson
created Divine Order: the Manifestation
of the Soaring Spirit (1995) for
Mariposa Station.

Raised in South Los Angeles and largely
a self-taught artist, Charles Dickson
(b. 1947, Los Angeles) is inspired by his
life experiences and urban environment,
as well as the ancient cultures of Africa
and Mexico. His sculptural work has been
exhibited in a number of institutions
throughout Southern California, including
the California African American Museum
and the Craft and Folk Art Museum.
Among Dickson’s public art commissions
is a Martin Luther King Jr. memorial in
Los Angeles’ Watts neighborhood, and his
retrospective exhibition was presented in
2014 at the Watts Towers Arts Center and
Charles Mingus Youth Arts Center.

Being an artist is a gift, a way to pray and to create the visions
of the past, present and the future. It is a need to continue and
to establish a trail that reflects my growth as a sculptor and as
an African American. – cd
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John Outterbridge
created Pyramid (1995) for Avalon Station
and light pole banners on Crenshaw
Boulevard in conjunction with the first
phase of the Expo Line (2012).

A social activist, educator and influential
figure in the CalIfornia assemblage
movement, Los Angeles–based John
Outterbridge (b. 1933, Greenville, North
Carolina) has been making sculptures
from found materials for over five
decades. In addition to his extensive
exhibition history with major museums,
Outterbridge was the director of Watts
Towers Arts Center for 17 years and
cofounded the Compton Communicative
Arts Academy. He studied at the
American Academy of Art in Chicago, and
received an honorary doctorate from Otis
College of Art and Design, a Lifetime
Achievement Award from the California
African American Museum, and grants
from the Fulbright Program and National
Endowment for the Arts.

My artworks are an ongoing investigation and response to the
aesthetics of cultural and social complexities: common grounds
and celebrated differences. – jo
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Phung Huynh
created Lucky California (2005) for
Laurel Canyon Station, In the Meadow
(2014) for El Monte Station, and the
Alhambra poster for the Through the Eyes
of Artists series (2006).
Phung Huynh (b. 1977, Vietnam)
investigates cross-cultural identity
through the use of non-Western subject
matter and an American pop-culture
sensibility in her paintings and drawings.
The Los Angeles–based artist is an
associate professor of art at Los Angeles
Valley College and has also taught
at Art Center College of Design, East
Los Angeles College and Scripps
College. Her works have been exhibited
throughout the United States, and she
earned a Bachelor of Fine Arts from Art
Center College of Design and Master
of Fine Arts from New York University.

In an overwhelmingly diverse metropolis such as Los Angeles,
images flood our social lens through mass reproduction and social
media, taking on multiple [mis]interpretations. Such reflections have
guided me in re-stitching traditional Chinese iconography within the
loosely woven fabric of American popular culture. – ph
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Man One
created The Four Pillars (2006),
a construction fence mural,
for the Gold Line.

For over a decade, Man One (b. 1971,
Los Angeles) operated Crewest Gallery,
a Los Angeles exhibition space dedicated
to graffiti art that he founded in 2002.
His personal works have been featured
in exhibitions and appeared on building
facades across the globe: he has created
murals for clients that include CocaCola, Geary’s, the Los Angeles Unified
School District and the US Department
of Health and Human Services, to name
a few. Man One earned a Bachelor of
Arts in fine arts from Loyola Marymount
University and has led art workshops for
youth in Germany, Ireland, Japan, Mexico
and the United States.

Art provides a voice for people and can shift negative or indifferent
attitudes to positive and engaged ones. – mo
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Carmen Argote
created What you wore, What you wear
(2013), for 17th St/SMC Station.

Reflecting on her personal history, Carmen
Argote (b. 1981, Guadalajara, Mexico)
explores how the built environment
influences memory, movement and
systems. From site-specific architectural
installations to large-scale photographic
series, her diverse artworks have been
exhibited throughout the Los Angeles
region. Argote earned a Bachelor of
Arts and Master of Fine Arts from the
University of California, Los Angeles,
and has taught art at California State
University, Los Angeles, Heart of
Los Angeles, Inner-City Arts and
Santa Monica College. She attended
the Skowhegan School of Painting
and Sculpture and is the recipient of
a California Community Foundation
Fellowship for Visual Artists.

The things and places that surround me are my art materials and
my inspiration. In my work, I want to reveal what is already there and
cultivate a cultural valuing for those places and spaces and things
that have shaped my way of seeing. – ca
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Richard Wyatt
created City of Dreams, River of History
(1995) for Union Station in collaboration
with artist May Sun and People Coming
People Going (1996) for Wilshire/
Western Station.
One of Los Angeles’ most prolific
muralists, Richard Wyatt (b. 1956,
Lynwood, California) is widely recognized
for his realistic figurative paintings
honoring both common people and
historic figures. He was raised in
Compton and the Crenshaw district of
Los Angeles and has a Bachelor of Fine
Arts from the University of California,
Los Angeles. His public artworks—which
date back more than 30 years and have
recently incorporated ceramic tile, glass
and metal—can be seen throughout
Los Angeles, including murals at the
Capitol Records Building, Spike’s Joint
on Melrose Avenue and Watts Towers
Art Center.

I am interested in connecting with people through my art. In today’s
corporate world, the human element seems often to get lost – I try to
bring back the human connection by monumentalizing people rather
than buildings and objects. – rw
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Cha-Rie Tang
created River of Time (2015)
for Monrovia Station.

Since 1984, Cha-Rie Tang (b. 1951,
Taiwan, China) has created original and
reproduction hand-carved ceramic tiles,
kiln-fired glass sculptures, architectural
installations and bas relief murals from
her Pasadena-based studio. With a
Bachelor of Science in art and design
from Massachusetts Institute of
Technology and a Master of Architecture
from the University of Colorado Boulder,
she has also worked as an architect and
designer, and she has a special interest
in Batchelder tiles. Tang has completed
a number of public commissions locally,
including artworks for Pasadena’s Area
Rapid Transit System, Exposition Park–
Dr. Mary McLeod Bethune Regional
Library and Los Angeles County’s Hall
of Administration Executive Office.

We are travelers, both literally and metaphorically. We experience the
world depending on our frame of reference and by the time we have.
On foot or by train, looking down or looking ahead, close up or from
afar we see and experience our history. – ct
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Joe Lewis
created Twelve Principles (1994)
for Pacific Coast Highway Station.

Joe Lewis (b. 1953, New York) is an artist,
arts administrator, educator and author.
He is a professor of art and dean at the
University of California, Irvine. Previously,
he was the director of Fashion Moda in
New York and has supervised public art
projects for Los Angeles’ Department
of Cultural Affairs. He has taught art at
several institutions and served as dean
of the art departments at California
State University, Northridge, Alfred
University and the Fashion Institute of
Technology. The recipient of many awards,
commissions and fellowships, Lewis
earned a Bachelor of Arts from Hamilton
College and Master of Fine Arts from
Maryland Institute College of Art.

I am a non-media-specific artist. Typically, when I start a project,
I explore the subject territory as thoroughly as possible. Sometimes
images come to me in waves, often pushing through the news of
the day as the bulls in Pamplona run through life’s textures. – jl
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Judith Baca
created Metate Bench (2008) for
Willowbrook/Rosa Parks Station.

Judith F. Baca (b. 1946, Los Angeles) is
a celebrated educator, scholar, activist
and internationally recognized artist best
known for her large-scale murals. Her
numerous public projects, which often
involve extensive community involvement,
can be found throughout Los Angeles.
She is a long-standing professor at the
University of California, Los Angeles, and
the founder and artistic director of the
Social and Public Art Resource Center.
Baca earned a Bachelor of Fine Arts
and Master of Fine Arts from California
State University, Northridge. She is the
recipient of awards from Americans
for the Arts, California Community
Foundation, California Latino Legislative
Caucus and the Judy Chicago Foundation,
to name a few.
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Roy Dowell
created Constructed Histories (2006)
for Canoga Station.

Rooted in modernism, the abstract
two-dimensional artworks by Roy Dowell
(b. 1951, Bronxville, New York) are
created through layering and patterning
geometric and biomorphic shapes with
images mined from advertising and
design sources. The Los Angeles–based
artist is chair of graduate studies at
Otis College of Art and Design and has
a bachelor’s and master’s degree from
California Institute of the Arts. Dowell is
the recipient of several fellowships, and
his work is included in the permanent
collections of the Hammer Museum,
the Los Angeles County Museum of Art,
the Museum of Contemporary Art, Los
Angeles, and the San Francisco Museum
of Modern Art, among others.

My work alludes to a history of accumulated information and use as
it invites the viewer to position themselves as both the interpreter
and creator of a new history. – rd
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Ronald J. Llanos
created Ephemeral Views: A Visual Essay
(2012) for Expo/Western Station and the
Van Nuys poster for the Through the Eyes
of Artists series (2005).

Ronald J. Llanos (b. Los Angeles)
documents Los Angeles neighborhoods
through figurative drawings and paintings.
His works have been featured in several
magazines and in regional group
exhibitions. Llanos holds a Bachelor
of Fine Arts from Art Center College of
Design, where he is a faculty member
of public programs. He has also taught
at ANDLAB, Brentwood Art Center and
Pasadena Center for Fine Arts.

The nature of my work requires me to spend much time on-location,
observing, note-taking and understanding. In my paintings, I’m
attempting to capture slice-of-life images of people much as a
photojournalist does with his/her camera. – rl
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Alison Saar
created Paraje (2013) for Harbor Gateway
Transit Center Station.

The installations, sculptures and prints
by Alison Saar (b. 1956, Los Angeles)
explore issues of gender, race, heritage
and spirituality with an emphasis on
the African diaspora. Her work has
been exhibited internationally and is in
numerous American museum collections.
She has a Bachelor of Arts from Scripps
College and Master of Fine Arts from Otis
Art Institute, and she is the recipient of
grants from the Guggenheim Foundation,
Joan Mitchell Foundation and National
Endowment for the Arts, to name a few.
Her many public commissions include
the Harriet Tubman Memorial in New
York, Monument to the Great Northern
Migration in Chicago, and a sculpture for
Los Angeles’ Hall of Justice.

With a lot of my work, there are these really heavy sorts of ideas
and issues. But I like to think there’s always some element of play
in them. – as
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Clement Hanami
created Through the Looking Glass or
Traveling at the Speed of Light (Rail)
(2009) for East LA/Civic Center Station.

Informed by his Japanese-American
heritage and experience growing up in
East Los Angeles, multidisciplinary artist
Clement Hanami (b. 1961, Los Angeles)
investigates various cultural perspectives.
His work has been exhibited throughout
New York and the Los Angeles region.
Hanami is the art director at Los Angeles’
Japanese American National Museum
and teaches New Genres at the
Los Angeles County High School for
the Arts. He was vice chair of the
Cultural Affairs Commission for Culver
City, California, is the recipient of many
awards and earned a bachelor’s and a
master’s degree in art from the University
of California, Los Angeles.

I produce work that aspires to engage viewers emotionally, provide
situations that encourage candid discussion, and in doing so, reveal
contemporary meaning to past histories that are personal, authentic,
and interconnected. – ch
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Noni Olabisi
created a commemorative poster
for the Green Line (1995) and light
pole banners on Crenshaw Boulevard
in conjunction with the first phase
of the Expo Line (2012).
Noni Olabisi (b. 1954, St. Louis) is a
prolific muralist whose paintings can
be found on the facades of buildings
throughout Los Angeles. Some of her
best-known murals include Freedom
Won’t Wait (1992) and To Protect
and Serve (1996). Olabisi earned an
associate’s degree from Los Angeles
Southwest College. Her work has been
featured in many exhibitions throughout
the United States, and she is the
recipient of a number of awards.

I believe being an artist is a gift, a key to unfoldment, like a lotus
flower whose birth is out of the water of chaos, new beginnings,
and as I seek more light the chaos around me and in me starts to
disappear, only to reveal its true nature, which is light. – no
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David Botello & Wayne Healy
created La Sombra del Arroyo (1995) for
Union Station and South Central Suite
(1995) for Slauson Station.

The artists’ collective East Los
Streetscapers was founded in 1975 by
David Botello (b. 1946, Los Angeles) and
Wayne Healy (b. 1946, Santa Barbara,
California), both well-known Los Angeles
muralists. A native of East Los Angeles,
Botello established the Goez Art Studio
and Gallery prior to his involvement
with East Los Streetscapers. He received
two National Endowment for the Arts
Fellowships. Healy was raised in East
Los Angeles and worked as an aerospace
engineer before dedicating himself to the
collective. He has bachelor’s degrees in
aerospace engineering and mathematics,
and master’s degrees in mechanical
engineering and fine arts. Executed in a
wide variety of materials, the public art
projects produced by this team can be
seen throughout Los Angeles, as well as
in Houston, St. Louis and San Jose.

 ith over 40 years as public artists, our murals are two-dimensional
W
cultural mirrors that viewers relate to representationally. In our
three-dimensional work, we strive to create aesthetic and interactive
environments of all geometries and materials that invite the visitor
to walk on, under, around and through. – db & wh
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Christine Nguyen
created Reflecting City Totems (2015)
for Manchester Station and the
Long Beach poster for the Through the
Eyes of Artists series(2013).

Working with media as disparate
as spray paint, ceramic, meteorite dust
and salt crystals, Christine Nguyen
(b. 1977, Mountain View, California)
creates cyanotypes, drawings and
installations that incorporate specimens
from the land, sea and beyond. Nguyen’s
artworks have been featured in exhibitions
throughout the United States and in Asia.
Among her accolades are a Durfee grant,
Visions from the New California Award
and several residencies. Her other public
commissions in California can be seen
at Santa Clarita’s Fire Station 132 and the
Malibu Library. Nguyen earned a Bachelor
of Fine Arts from California State
University, Long Beach, and Master
of Fine Arts from the University of
California, Irvine.

My work draws upon the imagery of science, but it is not limited to
technologies of the present. It imagines that the depths of the ocean
reach into outer space, that through an organic prism, vision can
fluctuate between the micro- and macroscopic. – cn
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Phyllis Green
created an untitled construction fence
mural for the Hollywood/Highland
Station site (1995).

Phyllis Green (b. 1950, Minneapolis)
creates corporeal sculptures, videos and
installations that have been exhibited
throughout the United States and
abroad. The Los Angeles–based artist
has lectured and taught art at a number
of institutions. She earned a Bachelor
of Arts from the University of Manitoba in
Canada and Master of Fine Arts from the
University of California, Los Angeles. She
is the recipient of grants from the California
Arts Council, Durfee Foundation, John
Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation,
National Endowment for the Arts and
Pollock-Krasner Foundation, among others.

My practice integrates gender politics and the sphere of craft. I am
primarily an object maker who represents the body. Over the past
35 years I have created abstract or fragmented body surrogates from
a variety of materials. These often quote works of art from different
historical periods. – pg
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Cheri Gaulke
created Water Street: River of Dreams
(2003) for Lincoln/Cypress Station.

Cheri Gaulke (b. 1954, St. Louis) considers
her videos, installations and artist’s
books—which have been exhibited in
galleries and museums nationwide—as
vehicles for social commentary and voices
for underrepresented groups. Her artistic
strategies were innovated during the
1970s and 1980s in Southern California
when she cofounded the collaborative
performance art groups Feminist Art
Workers and Sisters of Survival. Her local
public artworks include a Filipino World
War II Veterans Memorial and sculpture
for the Lake View Terrace Branch Library.
Gaulke earned a Bachelor of Fine Arts
from Minneapolis College of Art and
Design and Master of Arts in feminist art
and education from Goddard College.

My public art tells stories about place. I immerse myself in research
to uncover untold tales. Sculptural details become clues that connect
commuters and communities to the history of that place. – cg
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Sonia Romero
created MacArthur Park, Urban Oasis
(2010) for Westlake/MacArthur Park
Station and the Pomona poster for the
Through the Eyes of Artists series (2006).

Sonia Romero (b. 1980, Los Angeles)
chronicles personal, local and historical
narratives through limited-edition block
prints, cut-paper works, paintings and
multimedia installations. Characterized
by bold, black lines, her works often
feature Chicana/o themes, animal
symbolism and mythical creatures. Active
in community art outreach, Romero has
worked with youth at the HeArt Project,
LA Commons, Los Angeles County High
School for the Arts and Plaza de la Raza.
The accomplished artist, printmaker
and educator holds a Bachelor of Fine
Arts from the Rhode Island School of
Design and has completed a number of
public commissions for the Los Angeles
County Arts Commission and the former
Community Redevelopment Agency of
Los Angeles.

I work between two disciplines. Designing public art expands my world
view and brings outside influences into my studio practice. My studio
practice allows for self-reflection and creative play and brings a strong
point of view into my public art practice. I enjoy working. – sr
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Sam Pace
created the Leimert Park poster for the
Through the Eyes of Artists series (2004).

Sam Pace (b. 1952, Los Angeles) is an
artist, graphic designer and illustrator.
His mixed-media paintings inspired by
jazz and blues have been exhibited in
many galleries and community centers
throughout Los Angeles, including the
Watts Towers Arts Center. Among his
commissions are poster illustrations for
events such as the Vancouver Wine and
Jazz Festival and the Playboy Jazz Festival.

I began creating my works using jazz and blues music as the subject
matter…my work reflects the moods and sounds of the music that
I hear. – sp
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June Edmonds
created We Know Who We Are (1995) for
Pacific Avenue Station.

June Edmonds (b. 1959, Los Angeles)
creates meditative, mandala-like oil
paintings with rhythmic patterns in
radiating colors. These recent, personal
works supplement an extensive resume
of community art projects that include
grade school art instruction and public
mosaic murals at local childcare and
recreation centers. Edmonds earned
a bachelor’s degree from San Diego
State University and master’s degree
in painting from the Tyler School of Art
in Philadelphia. She is the recipient of
grants from the California Arts Council,
Los Angeles’ Department of Cultural
Affairs, the Dorland Mountain Arts
Colony, the Helene Wurlitzer Foundation
and the Skowhegan School of Painting
and Sculpture.

I’m interested in the ways counting, keeping time, improvisation,
and elements of surprise can be represented visually within each
work. My goal is to infuse each work with a rhythmic, pulsating,
and alluring energy, which invites the viewer to connect with
something higher within. – je
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Michael Massenburg
created Pathways to Freedom (2002)
for Willowbrook/Rosa Parks Station and
All in a Day (2012) for Farmdale Station.

Michael Massenburg (b. 1959,
San Diego) repurposes figurative imagery
and cast-off objects from the streets
of Los Angeles, the city where he grew
up, into assemblages and mixed-media
artworks exploring class, race and culture.
His work has been exhibited throughout
the country, and he has received grants
from the California Arts Council, California
Community Foundation, George
Sugarman Foundation and Inglewood
Growing Artists Projects. His other local
public artworks include murals for Los
Angeles’ African American Firefighter
Museum and Madison Square Garden
in Inglewood. Massenburg attended
California State University, Long Beach,
and Otis College of Art and Design.

I create an artistic and cultural environment for communities who
may not have access to galleries and museums. – mm
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Artwork is located throughout
the Metro system
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Todd Gray
The photographer for The Makers series,
Todd Gray (b. 1954, Los Angeles) works
in multiple genres, including photo-based
works, as well as sculpture, paintings,
performance and public art. He began
his career as a rock photographer before
his friend and mentor, Ray Manzarek
(keyboardist and co-founder of The
Doors), convinced him of his talent as
an artist. Gray went on to pursue both
interests – exhibiting in museums, while
photographing countless album covers
and directing music videos.
Gray’s work has been featured in
numerous solo and group exhibitions
nationally, and included in many public
collections, including the National
Gallery of Canada; San Francisco
Museum of Modern Art; Los Angeles
County Museum of Art; Museum of
Contemporary Art, Los Angeles; and the
Studio Museum, Harlem. He is a 2016
Rockefeller Bellagio Residency Fellow
(Lake Como, Italy).
Gray maintains studios in Inglewood
and Ghana.

Back cover: Portrait of artist Carmen Argote by Todd Gray.
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